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tekla structures is building information modeling (bim) software that enables the creation and
management of accurately detailed, highly constructable 3d structural models regardless of material
or structural complexity. tekla structures models can be used throughout the construction process
from sketches to production, installation and construction management.. s-calc is an advanced
section property calculator. s-calc has been specifically developed to provide a user-friendly
interface for section properties calculation. s-calc has been developed by tekla structures and it is
available free of charge for the tekla bim environment. it is a bim tool designed to calculate various
section properties of structural elements in the 3d model of the modeled structure. new options have
been added to the new fem settings. the new options include the choice of interpolation method for
force calculation, the choice of interpolation method for von mises stress calculation, and the choice
of interpolation method for crack width calculation. the value chosen for each interpolation method
can be specified in the code, in the fem settings, or in the model. the new options can be used to
design more realistic structures with stress concentrations at the end of the structure life. tekla
structures 17.0 sr1 and its additional extensions 32-bit & 64-bit is a suite of bim applications for
architecture, engineering, construction, and planning. for architects, the architectural design
software helps you create 3d models and documentation. for engineers, the structural design
software helps you create 3d models and documentation for building and infrastructure. for
contractors, the construction management software helps you track and manage your projects from
design through production and installation. tekla structures is a building information modeling
software (bim) that allows you to create accurate, detailed, design-friendly 3d models from any
material and any complexity and manage them. tekla structures models can be used throughout the
construction process from sketches to production, installation and construction management..
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trimble tekla tedds 2020 is a powerful yet simple-to-use application that helps you to automate your
repetitive structural calculations and enables you to create professional project documentation.

forget the manual calculations of time consuming and the tedious spreadsheets using this great tool,
you can do all this automatically within the shortest time. the program comes equipped with new

features and enhancements that will increase productivity and greatly minimize computational time
and documentation. with this application you have the choice to select one or more than one
regularly updated calculation libraries or write one of your own one. you can also combine the

structural calculations with 2d frame analysis. the first design situation illustrates the calculation of
stresses and crack widths at sls when some of the load is long term permanent load and the rest is

instantaneous live load. the method used is an interpolation between the long and short term
modulus so the stresses calculated are those that would occur at the end of the structure life. to

check the stresses just after construction, the long term modulus would need to be modified, so as to
represent the correct amount of creep, or the user can choose to use the short term modulus only.

the second design situation illustrates the calculation of stresses and crack widths at sls when some
of the load is long term permanent load and the rest is instantaneous live load. the method used is
an interpolation between the long and short term modulus so the stresses calculated are those that
would occur at the end of the structure life. to check the stresses just after construction, the long

term modulus would need to be modified, so as to represent the correct amount of creep, or the user
can choose to use the short term modulus only. 5ec8ef588b
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